
 

 
 الديقراطية الشعبية ريةالجمهورية الجزائ

 ت ا3تقر+3+رياضي+2)/+13(ع ت 3الشعبة:                                          مديريـــــة التربيــــــة لواليـــــة المديـــــــة                     
 2018/2019السنة الدراسية :                            تابالط                               -ثانوية المجاهد الراحل عالم عبد القادر  

       في مادة اللغة االنجليزيةاختبار الفصل االؤل 
 

 

  PART ONE:Reading. (7pts) 

  A/Comprehension:  Read the text carefully than do these activities.     

      
           INTERPOL-Europol has announced that an operation carried between November 2015 and February 

2016 uncovered more than 10,000 tonnes and one million litres of hazardous fake food and drink across 57    

countries. The operation resulted in seizures ranging from nine tonnes of counterfeit sugar contaminated with   

fertilizer in Sudan, to more than 85 tonnes of olives which had been painted with copper sulphate solutions in 

Italy. Checks were carried out at shops, markets, airports, seaports and industrial estates and were part of    

coordinated initiative between police, national food regulatory bodies and the private sector to protect public 

health and fight organised crime. 

           In particular, the operation showed false labelling to be a common threat. In Australia, testing of 450kg 

of honey revealed, it had been blended or adulterated, and a consignment of peanuts had been repackaged and 

relabelled as pine nuts, posing a significant threat to allergy sufferers. 

        “Today’s rising food prices and the global nature of the food chain offer the opportunity for criminals to 

sell counterfeit and substandard food in a multibillion criminal industry which can pose serious potential 

health risks to unsuspecting customers. The complexity and scale of this fraud means cooperation needs to 

happen across borders with a multi-agency approach,” said Chris Vansteenkiste, Cluster Manager of the       

Intellectual Property Crime Team at Europol. 

                                                                  www.u-nica.com/ solutions@u-nica.com 

 

 

1. Write the letter that corresponds to the right answer. (1.5pt) 

a. ERPOL-Europol uncovered huge quantity of hazardous................. food and drink across 57 countries.             

a.  Fraudent       b. genuine                c.   Organic 

b.  Counterfeiters use many additives in foods to ……………consumers. 

a. deceive   .        b.   attract                c.  Satisfy 

c.  Fighting food fraud requires....................... at international level 

a. alliance            b.  collaboration      c. coalition. 

 

2. Answer the following questions according to the text.(3pts) 

a. What were the outcomes of the operation that carried by INTERPOL-Europol? 

b. Mention some techniques used by the food and drinks counterfeiters to deceive the consumers?  

c. Is it difficult for criminals to sell counterfeit and substandard food? Justify your answer. 

 

3.   In which paragraph it is mentioned that all sectors are concerned to protect consumers from food fraud? (1pt) 

 

4. Who or what do the underlined words refer to in the text?(1.5pt) 

a.  which (§1)             .............................              

b.  it(§2)                      ............................  

c. which (§3)              .............................    
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B /Text Exploration:   ( 07 points ) 

 

1. Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following. (1pt) 

a. Harmful (§1)=..........................................  b. chance (§.)=....................................... 

2. Complete the following table.(2pts) 

verb noun adjective 

..................................... cooperation ......................................... 

............................... ............................. contaminated 

 

3. Join the pair of sentences using connectors given .Make any necessary changes.(4pts) 

          So + adjective.......that /as long as / because / such + noun ph........that. 

a. Today food prices are too rising.  Criminal can easily sell fake products. 

b.  Consumers stop buying counterfeit products. Companies reduce the price of their products.                                  

c.  All countries are united. Food fraud will be fought across. 

d.  Many consumers are still buying fake food. Food scandals are increasing.   

 

4. Fill in the gaps using only four words from the list bellow.(1pt) 

fake / unpackaged / consumers / Allergens / regulation / corrupt. 

               A new........-1-......... has introduced different rules for indicating...........-2-..........., which must be 

highlighted in the list of ingredients to allow...........-3-...........to identify them more easily. The new rules also 

require information about allergens to be provided for...........-4-...........foods,  

for example, those sold in restaurants or canteens. 

 

Part One:     Written Expression (5pts) 

      Choose only ONE topic. 

Topic one:  Some food producers do not respect the norms that must be followed especially farmers. This 

can affect public health and lead to the appearance of some fatal diseases. As a member of an association 

that protects consumer from food fraud .Write an article of 70 to 80 words for your school magazine in 

which you denounce this unethical behaviour, and advice consumer by giving them the necessary safety 

measures that must be taken when they buy their foods.  

     You can use the following notes: 

 Food fraud / kind of theft / use fertilizers, chemicals. / Repackaging and relabeling / expiry date. 

/Farmers use polluted water in irrigation plants. / Food poison / new disease come back /              

cholera. / People awareness / strict regulations / punish counterfeiters. 

 Topic Two: Some private companies don’t respect labour standards like good payment, social security, but 

if the employees defend for their rights they replaced them by others. Write an article for your newspaper 

school magazine denouncing these unethical practices and say what should government do to protect 

workers in private sector.     

 

Good luck and best wishes 
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Abd Elkader Allam Secondary School 

Level: 3
rd

 year common stream.                                                              Academic year: 2018-2019 

The correction of the first term exam 

A/ Reading Comprehension 

1. Write the letter that corresponds to the right answer. (1.5pt) 

a. ERPOL-Europol uncovered huge quantity of hazardous fraudent food and drink across 57 countries.             

b.  Counterfeiters use many additives in foods to deceive consumers. 

c.  Fighting food fraud requires collaboration at international level. 

2. Answer the following questions according to the text.(3pts) 

a. The  operation that carried by INTERPOL-Europol outcome in seizures ranging from nine tonnes of 

counterfeit sugar contaminated with   fertilizer in Sudan, to more than 85 tonnes of olives which had 

been painted with copper sulphate solutions in Italy. 

b. Using chemical additives and false packaging are techniques used by the counterfeiters to deceive the 

consumers. ?  

c. No, it is not. Because of the rising food prices and the global nature of the food chain. 

 

3.   In which paragraph it is mentioned that all sectors are concerned to protect consumers from food fraud? (1pt) 

 

4. Who or what do the underlined words refer to in the text?(1.5pt) 

a.  which (§1)             .. more than 85 tonnes of olives 

b.  it(§2)                      . 450kg of honey. 

c. which (§3)              ..  multibillion criminal industry 

B /Text Exploration:   ( 07 points ) 

1. Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following. (1pt) 

b. Harmful (§1)=       hazardous                       b. chance (§3)= opportunity 

2. Complete the following table.(2pts) 

verb noun adjective 

To cooperate cooperation cooperative 

To contaminate contamination contaminated 

 

3. Join the pair of sentences using connectors given .Make any necessary changes.(4pts) 

          So + adjective.......that /as long as / because / such + noun ph........that. 

a. Today food prices are so rising that Criminal can easily sell fake products 

b.  Consumers will stop buying counterfeit products as long as Companies reduce the price of their products.                                  

c.  Food fraud will be fought across as long as all countries are united. 

d. Food scandals are increasing because consumers are still buying fake food.  

 

 

4. Fill in the gaps using only four words from the list bellow.(1pt) 

fake / unpackaged / consumers / Allergens / regulation / corrupt. 

               A new regulation has introduced different rules for indicating Allergens which must be highlighted in 

the list of ingredients to allow consumers to identify them more easily. The new rules also require information 

about allergens to be provided for unpackaged foods, for example, those sold in restaurants or canteens. 
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"Volcanic eruptions could be handled easier than earthquakes 

because there are early signs before the actual eruption so you 

are already prepared at the time of eruption. Always take pre-

cautionary measures in order to avoid serious problems." 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a scientific student you have to concentrate mostly on the scientific subjects such as maths, physics, and 

the natural science. But in spite of the fact that you master them but always you got a bad marks. This caused 

you a big problem .In not more than 80 words write a letter to agony aunt asking for advice. 

Good luck and best wishes 

 

2/2 

The correction of the second term exam 

1. Write the letter that corresponds to the right answer. (1.5pt) 

a.     The discovery of DNA has affected the scientific and the medical progress.                

b.  The discovery of DNA enables doctors to identify diseases early on has been vastly improved. 
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c.  DNA discovery facilitate procreation of animals and plants that have a better resistance to diseases. 

2. Answer the following questions according to the text. (4pts) 

a. The discovery of DNA can be beneficial in the field of medicine through the identification of our genes 

that trigger major diseases or the creation and manufacture of drugs to treat these devastating diseases. 

b.  DNA analysis is necessary in the field of justice because the guilt or innocence of a person who is    in-

vestigated for a crime can be determined. 

c. Yes, it is. one because DNA discovery has allowed breeders to facilitate the breeding of animals and 

plants that have a better resistance to diseases 

3.   It is mentioned in the third paragraph that the discovery of DNA has an economical dimension. 

4. Who or what do the underlined words refer to in the text?   

a. these (§1)                 devastating diseases            b. they     (§2)               doctors                  

 c. it (§3)                      the impact of DNA           d. Which (§3)                nutritious produce  

B. Text Exploration:                                                                                       ( 07 points ) 

1. Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following: 

a. vital (§1)= important                                                    b.  diagnose (§2) =......................................... 

2. Divide the following words into roots and affixes. 

Specific – impossibility – relatively – exploitation. 

prefix root suffix  

=/=/=/=/ 

Im 

=/=/=/=/

=/=/=/=/ 

Specify  

Possible 

Relate 

rxploite 

Ic 

Ity 

Ive/ly 

tion 

 

3. Rewrite sentence “b” so that it means the same as sentence «a” 

1. a. A student asked his teacher:” who discovered DNA?” 

b. A student asked his teacher who had discovered DNA 

2. a. Because of the discovery of DNA the doctors can diagnose diseases early on has been vastly    improved.                         

b. Because of the discovery of DNA the doctors are able to diagnose diseases early on has been vastly improved 

3. a. The discovery of DNA will continue to revolutionize medicine.  

b. Medicine will be continued to revolutionize. 

4. a. Scientists are able to treat many serious diseases because they understand the structure of DNA. 

b. If scientist did not understand the structure of DNA, they would be not able to treat many serious diseases. 

4. Classify the following words according to the number of the syllables. 

Drug / illness   / diagnose /scientific 

One syllable Two syllables Three syllables 

Drug 

=/=/=/=/=/= 

illness 

=/=/=/==/=/ 

Scientific 

diagnose 

5.  Reorder the following sentences to get a coherent passage. 

a. The nucleus is a compartment that holds the cell's DNA.  

b. The DNA is divided into packages called chromosomes,  

c. and it contains all the information needed to form an organism. 

d.  It's small differences in our DNA that make each of us unique. 

The order 1 2 3 4 

sentence b a d c 
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